Ceramic Glass Slumping Molds
Ruffled Sushi Plate - 7”
With the gentle ruffle along the edges of this
7” square mold you will create a graceful and
elegant square sushi plate.
#F655

Ruffled Sushi Plate - 8½”
With the gentle ruffle along the edges of this
8½” square mold you will create a graceful and
elegant square sushi plate.
#F656
Wasabi Sushi Dish
This dish will make a great addition to your sushi set.
At 3¼” long by 2¼” wide and ½” deep it is the perfect
size to hold your Wasabi (and maybe a splash of Soy
Sauce) while enjoying your sushi.
#F658
Ginger Sushi Plate
This small plate makes up an important part of your
sushi set. At 3¾” square and 1/2” deep it is the perfect
size to hold ginger so that you can cleanse your palette
between bites of sushi.
#F661
Rice Dish
This 5” round mold is 7/8” deep and will be a great
addition to any sushi set.
#F665

Round Bowl
This mold will make a generous 8” diameter bowl
with a depth of 1½”.
#F678

Fluted Bowl
This mold will make a generous bowl of 6¼”
with a depth of 2”.
#F768

Round Saucer
This traditional 6” round saucer has a 1” outer rim,
with a shallow indentation for a teacup.
#F778
Rimmed Plate
This mold will make a beautiful 8¾” plate,
including the outer rim.
#F1001

Round Plate
This mold will make a beautiful 8” plate.
#F1004
This mold will make a beautiful 11” plate.
#F1005

Square Plate
This 8” square mold features a 1” lip around the
this bold square plate.
#F1016
Rectangle Soap Dish
Traditional rectangular soap dish would make a colorful
addition to any bathroom or kitchen sink. This dish is a
generous 5/8” deep and is 4½” x 3¼”, allowing for a full
sized bar of soap. The dish also features 3 raised ridges
along the bottom to allow the soap to dry.
#F1019
Rectangle Plate
This makes a great platter for serving up
Biscotti with your Sunday morning coffee!
This mold is 10” long and 5” wide and features
a slightly bowed outer rim rounded corners.
#F2166
Square Sushi Plate
This makes a great serving plate for your favorite
sushi. This mold is 4¾” square and is 1” deep and has
nicely rounded corners.
#F2167

Candy Dish (3 section)
This is a neat little dish and one you will be glad to
have when you entertain! This is a versatile dish
that is divided into three separate sections by raised
dividers and is generously sized at 7” and ½” deep.
#F2187
Spoon Fish
Bring the Sea to your kitchen with this
charming Spoon Fish or give the finished
project as a unique house-warming gift.
This 8” x 4” rest will help make your kitchen
clean up a cinch.
#F3188
Fish Plate
Fusing fun from Under-the-Sea! This charming
10” fish will bring nautical charm to any
entertaining situation, or hang as a piece of
unique glass art!
#F3201

Small Round Bowl
This mold will make beautiful traditional bowls
that are 6” in diameter and 2” deep.
#F3279

Christmas Tree Dish
Liven up your Holiday season with this charming
Christmas Tree Dish! This mold is 7” tall and 6”
wide at the widest point of the bottom bough.
#F3542

Mix & Match Ceramic Slumping Molds for Quantity Discount!

